Curious about Sunne?
Nyfiken på Sunne?
The new pedestrian and bicycle bridge over the
Fryken Sound will be completed in November
2021. Construction is in full swing!
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”In Sunne we can shape the life we want”
Sandra and Christoffer Haaster moved
into a newly built terraced house in
Karlstad with their three small children,
but they felt that they did not fit in.
“There was never a feeling of home,
because we experienced it as if everything had to be perfect and superficial, which we did not like. We longed
for natural surroundings, and when the
farmhouse in Östra Ämtervik became
available, we decided to move in. I
felt at home here straight away,” said
Sandra Haaster.

Can unwind

Sandra, aged 31, Christoffer, 30,
Thelise, 10, Thillie, 5 and Thilma, 1,
now live in Fasterud, ten kilometres
south of the centre of Sunne.
“We moved during the darkest time
of the year, in November. I had grown
up in an urban environment, so I wondered whether perhaps I might be frightened of the dark here in the countryside,
but no, I felt at home right away,” said
Sandra.
Sandra is from Gävle and Christoffer
grew up in Sunne.
“If you had asked me five years ago,
I would not have wanted to buy an old
farmhouse in the countryside. But something has happened. During the pandemic we have had time to think about
what matters most. Here we feel that we
can shape the life we want. We’re fine
here.”
There are elk and roe deer in the
Sandra Haaster, age 31, grew up in Gävle and has found a home in Sunne close to nature in a farmhouse
with her family.
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vicinity, and the view of Lake Fryken is
peaceful and harmonious.
“Here we can unwind. I can sit by the
water, relax and feel the power of nature! Yoga, meditation and reading are my
main interests.”

Farm shop and yoga

Sandra has a vision of opening a farm
shop and holding yoga classes. Not as a
full-time job, but as a hobby.
“I do a lot of yoga and I would like
to have mixed courses, such as children’s yoga and have day retreats. So far,
I have opened an online store with focus
on holistic and organic.”
Sandra is a behavioural scientist
and works in psychiatry with vulnerable people, and she intends to continue
with this after her maternity leave is
over. Christoffer is a traffic instructor in
Sunne.
“He used to commute from Karlstad
to Sunne, so it’s nice that he is closer to
work now.”

Place for creativity

Life in the country is new for the
family.
“It feels wonderful to have our own
bathing beach and know that we don’t
have to leave it to go home somewhere else. We have space here to invite
friends and family. I like flowers and
plants, and the outdoor environment gives the whole family something to get
involved in and do things. Thelise wants
to set up her own studio for painting.

Thelise, 10, wants to set up her own painting studio
at the farm. There is room here to be creative.

Here the children can use their imagination and be creative.”
At first they wanted to find a house
closer to Karlstad. They soon realised
that if they did that it would be a small
house.
“Houses are expensive in Karlstad.
The fact that we chose Sunne feels so
right, it is really fabulous and welcoming. People are helpful in a nice and
genuine way. It feels like everyone cares about one another in a way that I’m
not used to.”

A place to live in

She thinks that as a place, Sunne is well
preserved and cultural aspects are given
space.
“Sunne has many small business
owners and that has an effect. There
seems to be a lot of commitment. The
only thing Sandra misses is a big grocery store.
“Apart from that, there is everything

Sandra, Christoffer, Thelise, Thillie, and Thilma,
now live in Fasterud, ten kilometres south of
the centre of Sunne. There is room here for
creativity and to invite friends and family.

we need and there are lots of activities
for the children in Sunne.”
The family like living in natural
surroundings and they plan to acquire
some small animals.
“We have a little cat, and it would be
fun to have chickens. Here everything
is possible - we can live here for as long
as we want.”
Sunne municipality is allocating
SEK 500,000 per year to contribute to
investments that bring about positive
developments outside the Sunne urban
area. The money will provide opportunities for part-financing of investments
and can be applied for by non-commercial actors.

Digital Track wants to find
top skills for Sunne
Sunne Municipality has been awarded
a grant of SEK 600,000 from Region
Värmland for a Digital Track feasibility study. It is about how companies and
organisations should be able to connect
national and international cutting-edge
expertise to their operations.
Digital Track will run for the next
nine months and is managed by Sunne
Municipality’s Culture and Business
Unit.
The plan is to take a closer look at
how companies and organizations can
work to find national and international
cutting-edge expertise that is relevant to

the needs and challenges of the companies and organisations.
Companies will gain greater awareness of the benefits of digitisation in
relation to growth and competence.
The feasibility study will be carried out in collaboration with Torsby
Municipality.
“Right now we are planning for a
kick-off, with workshops and seminars
that involve subjects such as the future
labour market and recruitment, employer branding, diversity and inclusion,”
said Sunne Municipality’s Business
Developer, Åsa Gertling.

Construction boom in Sunne
and companies that are investing
There is a construction boom in Sunne.
There is a strong belief in the future.
Many companies are having a hard time
while others are doing well. It is gratifying to note that investments are being
made for the future during these pandemic times:
• 140 new apartments
• Rottneros Bruk, Bisorbe and
Bäckebron’s Sawmill are investing
in new projects
• The Södra Viken upper secondary
school is building new educational
premises
• At Torvnäs the new residential area
by Lake Fryken is expanding
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A new pedestrian and bicycle bridge is being built over the Fryken
Sound
Ski Sunne is investing in becoming
a year-round facility
A cycle path between Selma spa /
Sundsberg and Ski Sunne is being
constructed
Refurbishment of piers in Västra
Ämtervik, Lysvik and the guest
harbour in Sunne centre
Sunne railway station will be refurbished by a new owner and will
have a new café

Moving into newly built Allégården
Bild från Allégården

Old friends have become good neighbours in two of Allégården’s newly built apartments
in central Sunne. A happy surprise for Margareta Svensson and Birgit Engström who
can now plan to take a walk in the evening from their balconies. The housing for seniors
over the age of 65 has 38 apartments, of one room, two rooms and three rooms

Spectacular facade show in
Rottneros park this autumn
Make a note of the weekend 4-5
September!
Rottneros park will end the season
with the Harvest Festival and there will
also be a spectacular facade show at the
manor - with dancing both on the facade and live on site.
The show is called “Light without
borders” in which one of the chapters
is inspired by the chapter entitled “The
Ball at Ekeby” in Selma Lagerlöf’s
book, The Saga of Gösta Berling.
Rottneros is Ekeby in the novel.
It’s about dramatic, forbidden love…
As Selma Lagerlöf describes it: “Ice
within and fire on the surface. A soul of
fire in a body of ice”.
Love and boundaries are the theme
– others’ boundaries, their limitations.
What does the norm allow?
The Saga of Gösta Berling has much
about gender roles, power and honour
and is about how selfless love triumphs
over evil. So, as part of the entertainment, we get to see Selma Lagerlöf’s
words freely expressed through the art
of dance.
The event is a collaboration between
Sunne Municipality, Rottneros park,
Region Värmland and the Norwegian
municipality Nome in The EU project
CUPIDO.
Also, on Saturday 4 September at
Mårbacka there will be The Day of the
Apple.

Sunne in top ten lists

Sagolika Sunne (Fabulous Sunne) got
into the top ten list when the readers of
the publication Språktidningen voted
for Sweden’s best municipal slogan.

Renovated at Sunne Golf Club
During 2021, Sunne Golf Club has
upgraded its clubhouse, with newly
renovated changing rooms and social
areas to match the outstanding course.
The entire golf course overlooks Lake
Fryken.

Sunne’s official Facebook page also
made it into the top ten list of municipalities in Sweden as regards influence. The degree of involvement and
the number of reactions to the content
of the page generated a good result
in the survey. This is according to the
analysis blog Kommunikationsanalys
(Communication Analysis) which interprets and converts digital communication results.

On 4 and 5 September, in connection with Rottneros
park closing for the season, we will get to enjoy the
spectacular facade show, “Light without borders”

Swedish public service television, SVT,
is making a new documentary about
Selma Lagerlöf, due to be broadcast
during the 2022 Christmas weekend. It
will be a portrait of her life and time.
It will have magical stories, women’s
struggle for equality, and love in a

